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TYPE S[1176477

COMPTEX SOUf'IO GENERATOB

N OR NF DUAL.IN.LINE PACKAGE
(TOP VIEW). Generates Noise, Tone, or

Low-Frequency-Based Sounds,
or Combinations of These

. Sounds Are Defined by User
via External Components

ATTACK/DECAY TIMING CAP.

,u vcocoirnorcapactron

Allows Custom Sounds to be
Created Easily

Low Power Requirements

Allows Multiple-Sound
Systems

Compatible with Microprocessor
Systerns

description

The SN76477 complex sound qenerator is a monolithic chip combining both analog (bipolar) and digital (l2L)

circuirrv. lt includes a noise senerator, a voltage'controlled oscillator (VCO), and a supetrlow_Jrequency oscillator
(SLF) tosether with a noise filter. mixer, attack/decay circuitry, audio amplifier, and controL circuitry to provide noise,

tone, or lowJrcquency sounds and any combinations of these. Programming is accomplished via control inputs and

userdefined external components, \,vhich allows a wide vafiety of sounds to be created and tailored for particular

apptications. This device may be used in a variety of applications requiring audio feedback to the operator including

entedainmenr eouiDment such as arcade or home video qames, pinbalL games, toys; consumeroriented equipment

such as timers. alarms, and controk; and industial equipment for indicators' alarms, controls, etc'

Operation is either from a five-volt regulated supply applied to Vres, or from a 7.5 volt to 1o-volt supplv applied to a

built-in voltaqe regulator through the VCC terminal, in which case a regulated five volts is available from the Vreg

terminal to power a small amount of external circuitry, or to provide a highlosic level voltage to logic inputs

tMore detaited information on the functions of various parts of this device is found elsewhere in thisdata sheet i. the

section entitled "Operation."

absolute maximum ratings at TA = 25'C (unless otherwise noled)

15 V
6

12V
any capacitor input 5 V

o'c to 7o"c

Inpul vol,age: any logic;npul

Operating Jree'air temperature range
65'c to t5o"cStorage temperature rang€

Lead temperature 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) from case for 10 seconds 260"C

recommended operating conditions MIN NOM I\IAX UNIT
7.5 10 V

-10
5

25
5.5
40 'cOperating f .ee-air temperature
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TYPE SN76477

COMPTEX SOUilD GENERATOR

TEST CONOITIONS UNIT

VtH Hish level inputvoltage
1,9,22,25,
26,21,24

2 t0

VtL Low-levelinpurvokag€
1,9,22,25,
26,27,29

oa

._ M:ximumpeak-to-peaktoPP 
output uottq" .*ins 13

Rtoad = 1 ko, Rfdbk=10Oko, 2.5 3.0

Vra Bequlatedoutpurvoltaqe 15 VCC = 4.25 V, Itoad = 1o mA 5.5

15 VCC = 7.5 V to 12 V, ltoad=10mA 150

23 2.5

6 3.2

21 2.5

External VCO curof f voha€e I6 2.35

rtH

9,22 r50

1,25,26,
27,28

7a

4,5,7, 10,

11,14,20,24
Dynamic output impedance 13 too

ICC Supplv cureniatVCC
VcC = 8.5 V,

All inputsand outpua open
5 10

electrical characteristics at Vreg = 5 V, TA = 25'C (unless otherwise noted)

functional block diagram
VCO EXTEFNAL

SELECT VCOCONTFOL CONTROL

izo
22

.{
)

.l

l3t -,quoro

L_':t_ 3
-r=J

ATTACK DECAY AMPLITUDE
CONTROL CONTFOL CONIROL

l*"*^...ttfi:;:",I l.-ji' o"o,*o
14- FEEDsacK
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TYPE 3I'176477

COMPIEX SOUI'ID GEilERATOR

TABLE 1

SUMMABY OF FUNCTIONS

DESCRIPTION
INPUT

LIMITS

PIN

NO,

SLF Control Resistor {FSLF) 20 sur r,eorencv {tlz) - 0 @
' Rsr F csLFSLF Control Capacitor (CSLF) 21

10 22 Fl = inrernal conhor {sLF) - elternalcontrol (pin 16)

2

VCO Conirol Resisior {FVCO) '1.5 1A Min. vco rrmuencv (Hzl r 
--!LRvco ' cvco

Mar. VCO freq. ! 1O X Min. VCO freq-VCO Cont.ol Capacnor (CVCO)

16 rncrease in vokaged{reases VCO trequency

19 VCO dury cycle- 50 X %

47 ko enable. intern3l noheclock, high logic

leve enableserierna! nokecldk input {pin 3) 3

3 Enabled by a hish losic levelarpin 4

No6e Filter Control Fesisror IRNF) 5 : ae f,eouencv lllzl = 
1 24

' RNF cNFNohe Fik€r Control Capacitor (CNF) 6

26
Select one oracomlrinaiion ot leneraror
outpurs. seeTable 2, s*rion 5.

525

27

9
H inhibits sound ouiput, Lenablessound ourpur,

H-ro Llransition rriqqere one *rot when operable
6

One-Shot Conirol Resistor {ROS)
Oneihotduration Geconds) - 0.4 . BOS . COS

Oneshot Contiol capaciror lcOS) 23

Setect envelope lor sound ourpul{rom mixer. I
2A

a Att.ck iime Gecondsl'FA . CA/D

Deay time Geconds) a RD . CA/O

9
Arbck Control Besisto. {RA) 7_5 10

Decay Conrrol Resistor lFDl

1l
".,, 

- 
t 

;T .when RF isconnecte.r between

pin 12 an.l pin 13. See Nore 3.
10

Feedback Re5istor tBF) 12

13 Requirespulldown resistorJrom 2-7 ko to 1o kl)
Input if unresulated supply vohaqe isused

(uses internalreqularor). Leave open if
5 volt regulated power isapplied to pin 15.

15

Input lor 5-volt r.gular€d supply. lf
7.5'volt 10 lOvolr supply isapplied

topln 14,lhis becomes the outplt
lor up to 10 mA of5 rck rcgulared

supply for us€ outside rhechip.

2

H = hish roeic rder (> 2 v), L
tPraqbph nuDb* rerered t
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TYPE Sftl76477

COMPTEX SOUND GEf'IERATOR

OPERATION

1. super'low frequency oscillator (SLF)

The SLF is normally operated in the range of 0.1 hertz to 30 hertz, but wil! operate up to 20 kiloheltz. Tbe frequency
is determined by two external components, the SLF control resistor (FSLFI at pin 20 and the SLF control capacitor
{CSLF) at pin 21 according to the following equationl

Equarion l: SLF r,"quency rHz) , --j4- u, v,". - s v.FISLF'USLF

RSLF should have a m;nimum value of 7.5 kA.

The SLF supplies two signals to oth€r pans of the device. lt feeds a 50% duty cycle square wave to tie mixer, and it
feeds a triangular wave to the external VCO or SLF select logic, where, 

'f 
VCO select (pin 22) is at a high logic level, it

is fed through to the VCO to modulate the frequency of that oscillator.

2. voltage'controlled oscillator (VCO)

The VCO produces a tone output whose frequency is dependent upon the voltage at the input o{ the VCO. This
controlling voltage may be either the SLF output described above, or an externally gene€ted signal applied to tie
externa! VCO control, p'n 16. The merhod of controlling the VCO is selected by the losic level at the VCO !€lect
(pin 22). With a low logic level applied to VCO select, the VCO frequency is controlled by an external signal applied 10

the external VCO control, pin 16. When a high is applied to the VCO select, the VCO frequency is controlted internally
by the triangular waveform signal generated by the supeFlowJrequency oscillator, and rhe ourput of the VCO is a
frequency modulated waveform as shown in Figure 2 below.

0.64

The hiqher the vokase applied to the VCO (either internally from the SLF or externally applied to pin 16),the Iower
the trequency of the VCO output- An alternate rnethod of applying an external voltage to the VCO input is to do so

indi.ectly by applying the controlling voltage to the SLF oscillator control capacitor input, pin 21- In some applications
this may be more convenient than using the pin 16 input.

The minimum frequency of the VCO is determined by the VCO control resistor (RVCO) at pin 18 and the VCO control
capacitor (CVCO) at pin 17 accordinq to the following equation:

Equation 2: Nlinimum VCO frequency (Hz) !
Rvco ' cvco

The frequency range of the VCO is internally determined at an approximate ratio of 10:1, so the maximum frequency
of rhe VCO wlll be approximately ten times the minimum frequency determined by the external components BVCO
and CVCO.

Trxes InsreuMENTs



TYPE SN76477

C()MPLEX SOUND GENERATOR

OPERATION

2. voltage'controlled oscillator {VCO) (continued)

When $e external VCO control {pin 16) is used {VCO select, pin 22. is low). the voltage at rhe external VCO control
should range from 0 to 2-35 volts. lf this voftase soes above 2.35 volc, the outprJt of the VCO sectlon saturates at a

hish losic level and in turn saturates the output amplifier stage. This may be used as an alternarive method of disabling
the sound output without changing the system inhibit input- The input a! the external VCO controt may be a dc
voltage producing a constanttone, or any diqitai oranalog tVpe input to modulate thefrequency of the VCO,

The pitch control (pin 19) varies the duty cycle of the VCO output accoding to the fo!towing equation:

Equarron 3: v(jo dulv Lvc e . 50 x lg+!r9+-Pi+ -".
vorr.qearpn ro

By leaving pin 19 high, a constant 50% duty cycle is achieved. The minimum d,uty cycle attainable is approximately
1tr/. The specific dut/ cycle applies to constanttones produced by applying a constant dc voltage at the externalVCO
control, but the pitch control may be used to aesthetically alter the pitch of any frequency modulated VCO output

The ouiput of the VCO is a squ.re-wave pulse and is supplied both to the mixer and through the enveloperelect logic
to the envelope generator and modulator.

3. noise elock

The noise €lock internally generates clock pukes and supplies them to the noise generator. The noise clock resistor
(pin 4) sets the internal operating current for the noise clock section. The nonrinai value for this resistor is 47 kO. For
faster clock rates, a smaller valued resistor may be used. For slower clock rates, a hiqher valued resistor may be used, but
it should be limited to a maxinrum of 100ks). lt may be desirable to use an external noise clock to provide a lower
frequency noise or a more precise clock rate. This external clock signal should be applied to the external noiseclock
terminal {pin 3), and the noise clock resisto. input should be taken to a high logic voltage level. The external clock
sisnal should be a lGvolt maximum peak to peak square wave.

4. noise generator/filter

The noise generator produces psuedo-random white noise that passes throlrgh the noise filter before being applied to
the mixer. The variable-band width low-pass filter has ;ts 3-dB rolloff point defined by th e noise filter control resistor
(BNF) at pin 5 and the noise filter control capacitor {CNF) according to the following equarion:

Lqlatron 4: 3 dB trequency lHzr \ -=l?L at V,Fd = 5 V.IJNF'UNF

RNF should have a minimum value of 7.5 kf) in order to limit the currenr in the noise filter section to a safe operotins

Tex.q.s lNsrnuMENTS



TYPE 511176477

COMPTEX SOUND GE]'IEBATOR

OPERATION

c, mtxer

The mixer tosic setects one or a combination of the inputs from the generato6 and {eeds the output to the envelope

gene.ator and modulator. The mixer performs a logical AND function on these sounds; therefore, the output of the

mixer is not a combination of simuttaneous sounds. The oirtput of the mixer is determined bY the logic leveh at the

mixer select inputs as shown in Table 2, below.

TABLE 2

MIXER SELECT INPUTS

CB
(PrN 27) {PrN 25) (PrN 26)

L

L

L

L

L

L

vco

NOISE

vco/NolsE

sLF/VCO/NOTSE

INHIBIT

Figure 3 is an exampte of howtwo signals would be combined by the mixer according tothe logicalAND {unction with

the mixer select times set Jor SLF/noise (C input high, A and B inputs low). ,i

. NOTSE

m
M
M

To obtain rwo sounds occuring simultaneously (e.g., car engine and siren or steam engine and whisi:le), an external

muttiptexer is required. The muttiptexer is an oscillator or frequency generator lhat can switch the mixe. select lines at

a rapid rate so that the two sounds seem to occur ar the same time. The frequency of the multiplexer should be above

thehumanhearingrangeof20kHz,butnotgreaterthanl00kHz.Amuhip|exerwithaS0%dUtycyc|ewou|dprovide
equal amplitudes for both sound functions.

The output of the mixer is supplied to the envelope generator and modulator'

Texas lNsreuM ENTs



TYPE SN76477

COMPTEX SOUND GENEHATOR

OPERATION

6. system inhibit

The system inhibit logic provides inh'bit/select control for the sound output of the system: a high logic level at the

system inhibit terminal (pin 9) inhibits the sound output, a low losic level (or open) enables it. This input also triggea
rhe one-shot circuit for momentafy sounds such as gunshots, bells, or explosions. The one-shot loqic is triggered on the

negative-qoing edge of the system inhibit input. This may be accomplished bv m€ns of a momentary /itch or bv a

square wave input to system lnhibit. The system inhiblt input musr be held low for the eriire d!rafion of the one shot

sound including attack and decay periods if the sound is to be completed. Taking the svstem inhibit input high earlv

rerminates the sound. Note that the one shot is operable only when the proper envelope select logic is selected (see

7. one-shot

As mentioned in Section 6 above, the one shot circuit controls mom€ntary sounds, and is tfiggered bv a high_to]ow

togictevet transition at the system inhibit input (pin 9). The duration of the one{hot is determined by the one{hot
control resistor {ROS) at pin24 and the one{hot control capacitor {COS) at pin23 according to the following

Equation 5: One'shot duration {seconds) r 0.8 ' ROS ' COS at Vres = 5 v

lvaximum duration of the one-shol is approximately 10 seconds. lf the one shot is terminated earlv bY taking the

system inhibir input high, the one-shot timing musr be allowed ro end so that an internal latch will be reset before

anorher one,shot can be rriggered. The one shot nray also be controlled by external logic eliminating the need for the

one-shot contro! resisror and capacitor. This is done by triggering the one shot in ihe normal way at the system inhibit
input, and terminating il by taking pin 23 (one{hot control capacitor) high.

The output of the one shot is fed through rhe envelope select logic to the envelope genentor and modulator, therefore it
is operabte onty when the one{hot envelope is selected by ihe envelope select inputs (see Section 8). The one shot does

nor generate sound as such, but provides an envelope for the sound suppli€d to the envelope generator and modulator

8. envelope select
The envetope setect losic determines the envelope that is applied to the mixer output accordinq to the following iablel

ENVELOPE SEIECT
FUNCTION SELECTED

{SEE FIGURE4}12
(PrN 1) {PrN 2a)

H

L

L

VCO wiih aliernatins cYcles

B

c
D

Texas lNsreuMENTS



TYPE SN76477

COMPTEX SOUND GENERATOR

OPERATION

8. envelope select (continued)

tf the function setected is mixer onty, no envelope is selected and ihe mixer output is supplied continuously to the

audio amp|ifier. tf Vco is se|ected, the square.wave output of the Vco is the enve|ope for the mixer output, and the

mixer output is gated by the Vco output; that is, the mixer output is passed on to the audio amplifierwhi|e the Vco
output is high and inhtbited white rhe VCO output is low. lf one-shot is selected, ihe output from the mixer is enabled

onty for the durarion of the one-shot puhe. VCO with alte.nating polarity is similar to the VCO envelope desc.ibed

aboveexceptthateveryotherVcopulseisinvertedwiththeresu|tthaton|yeveryotheroutputpUIgJromtheVco
eMblesthe outout from the mixer.

Fiqure 4 shows examples of the four selectable envelopes with noise as the mixer output

NOISE
IN

vco
IN

flJffiflilIIIXXlJII]J[t]IIL

j-rj-l_l-l_

_JIJIIL_JIIILJIJilIJL

FIcURE 4: EXAMPLFS oF THE FOUR SELECTABLE ENvELoPES USING

NOISE AS MIXER OIJTPUT: {A) VCO, IBI MIXER ONLY,
{C) ONE.SHOT. (D) VCO WITH ALTERNATING CYCLES.

TExas lNsrnuMENTS



TYPE SItI76477

COMPTEX SOUND GEITIERATOR

.v OPERATION

9. attack and decav control

The aitack and de€y circuitry alters the rise and fall times o{ the envelope selected by the envelope select logic. The

attack/decay timing capacitor {CA/D) at pin 8 is shared by both'the attack and decay circuitry. The altack control
resistor (RA) ai pin 10 sets an ;nternal current that charges capacitor CA/D thereby determining the attack (rise) time
of the ervelope- The decay control resistor (RD) at pin 7 determines the discharge rate of capacitor CAID and thus
determinesrhe decay (fall) time of the envelope. The actualtimes may be derived from the following equations:

Equation 6: Attack time (seconds) - RA ' CA/D at Vreg = 5 V.

Equation 7: Decay time (seconds) ! RD . CIJD at Vres = 5 V.

lf mixer only or one shot has been chosen at the envelope select inputs, the attack ramp begins when the system inhibit
{pin 9) is taken low- lf VCO or VCO with alternating cycles is selected for the envelope, the attack ramps up on each

positive edge or every other positive edge, respectiveLy, of the VCO frequency. The decay section ramps the sound

amplitude down as the sound ends. The decay has no effect on the mixer{nly function, but for the one-shot, the VCO,
and the VCO with alternating cycle e.velopes, the decay ramp is trigqered by each high'to'low transition of the
envelope and prolongsthe sound at a decaying volume.

Fiqu.e 5 shows examples of how a waveform may be modified by varying degrees of atlack and decay when the mixer
output is nois and the one-shot envelope is selected. Figure 6 shows examples of nois! with a VCO envelope and attack

v

ONEsHOT
ENVELOPE

vco
ENVELOPE

ONLY

flJ]jIJ]JIJIJXIJIJUI]-IJilI

_J-=---l_
tLltjllll-|uijlffxnjltlll

__t--l_fr_
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TYPE Sil76477
COMPTEX SOUNB GENERATOF

OPERATION

10. output amplifier

The output amptifier is designed to interfa@ with sound modulators or additional amplifier stages. lt requjres an

externat feedback resistor (RF) from pin 12 to pin 13, and an amplitude control resistor (Rc) from pin 11 to ground.

It is designed as a low-impendance output. The peak output voltage is determined bv the followinq equation:

Equatron 8: vour . !13Eu1Y'"n - 5 Y'

RG should be in the range o{ 47 kO to 220 kQ.

The dynamic output range is limlted to 2.5 volts peak to peak before clipping occurs The output is an emitter

{ollower without a Ioad resistor, Therefore pin 13 shouId have a pu||'down resistor With a va|Ue ranging {rom 2'7 ko
to 10 kO.

When an exrernat audio amptifier is used with this device, pin 13 is connected to rhe inPut of the externalamplifier,

and Jeedback from the externat amptifier is connected to pin 12. A typical external amplifier is shown in Figurc 7.

11. regulator

Thecircuitwi||operatefromeithero{twopowersupp|ies'A5vo|treguIatedsupp|ymaybeapp|iedtoVreg(pin15)
with VCC (pin 14) Ieft open. However, an internal s-volt regulator allows the use of a 7.5_volt to 1o_volt unregulated

suppty apptied ro VCC {pin 14} and in addition to supptying power for the chip, the internal regulator will provide a

s'volt regulated supply of up to 10 mA from Vreg (pin l5) for use outside the integrated circuit-

Texas InsrpuMENTS
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TYPE St't76477
COMPTEX SOUf'IO GENEBATOR

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

FTGIJFE 7-STEAM TRAIN/PROP PLANE

FIGUFE 8_AACE CAR MOTOR/CFASH

24 23 22 21 20 19 1a 17 16 15

sN76477

5673

mn 26 25 24 23 22 2t 20 1S 13 17 16 15

3456
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TYPE SN76477

COMPTEX SOUt'ID GENEBATOR

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

FIGURE 9-SIREN/SPACE WAR/PHASOR GUN

2a 21 26 2a 24 23 22 21 20 19 13 17 16 15

sN76477

5 6 ? 3 910 11 12 13 14

2a 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 r9 1S 17 16 15

sN76477

12 3 4 5 6 7 3 910 11 12 13 14

FIGUBE IO.GUNSHOT/EXPLOSION

Trxas lNsrnuMENTs
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TYPE SN76477
COMPTEX SOUITID GENEBATOR

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

FIGURE 11 BIRD CHIRP

L---9!q{__

_3

--r9

-i!

--rg

iq

FIGURE 12_MUSICAL ORGAN

Texas INsrnuMENTS 13
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TYPE SN76477

COMPTEX SOUND GENERATOR

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

PBOGRAMMABLE BIRD SOIJNDS

ADDITIONAL CIRCUITRY FOR SILENCER AND GUN SHOT (FOR USE WlTH BIRD SOUNOS ABOVE)

*r,6F2a

Texas llsrnuMENTs14



TYPE SN76477
COMPIEX SOUND GENERATOR

TYPICAL APPLICATION DATA

FIGURE 14 STEAM TRAIN WITH WHISTLE

27 26 2\ 24 2t 22 2t 20 tc 13 1/ 15

sN7647'

2 3 4 5 6 7 A 910 11 12 13 14
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TYPE SN76477
COMPTEX SOU]'ID GENERATOB

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS AND MECHANICAL DATA

general

The SN76477 is avaitabte in rhe standard dual.inline plastic package with 0.600-inch ( 1 5,24_mm) centers (outline N),

or in the sma er duat in-tine ptastic packase with 0.400-inch (10,16 mm) centers (outline NF). Orders for these circuits

should include the packag€ outline lette(s) at the end of the tvpe numberi i.e SN76477N or SN76477NF

N package

h (o.26 hirrimeteG) ot it5 fu
hown in inches (and pa'enthe ence onlv)- Inchd'mensionssovern'

Texas INsreuM ENTs
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NF package
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